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The United Nations versus Christianity!

Leftist Desperation to Silence Dissent

And I saw a beast rising out of the sea, with ten
horns and seven heads, with ten diadems on its
horns and blasphemous names on its heads. And
the beast that I saw was like a leopard; its feet
were like a bear's, and its mouth was like a lion's
mouth. And to it the dragon gave his power
and his throne and great authority. Revelation
13:1-2

Please allow this celebration today to be an
opportunity to comfort the heart of Jesus who has
been in anguish for 2,000 years. Please allow this

to become a time of reflecting on Christ, who was born in a position of anguish, offered his
life of more than 30 years, and did not avoid the path of Golgotha; and to become a time of
receiving his old battles as unfinished works. We know that it will not do unless at this time
we inherit, as our mission, the great work that he left behind during his lifetime.

Oh Father! The people on the earth do not know that the enmity left behind by Jesus still
remains on the earth. Please allow the minds and bodies of your sons and daughters who are
gathered here now to be caught by your heart, and please allow us to know the heart of
Jesus which was like that, and to be able to comfort him by understanding about the heart
of Jesus who faced death.

Since this is an important day when it will not do unless we leave some evidence of victory
before you by establishing a condition, even if it is by our honoring a new will on this
precious day, please remember this day. SMM, Please Let Us Fathom The Heart Of Jesus
This Day, January 3, 1959.

Greetings!
Hyung Jin Nim started the service by explaining that in
the midst of the 90 day condition of prayer and fasting,
which ends on Jan. 7, Dr. Robert Malone appeared on
Joe Rogan’s podcast, which has a very large secular
millennial audience. Dr. Malone had been banned from
twitter for life the day before, even though he has 30
years experience in vaccine technology, because he is
warning against taking the mRNA Covid vaccines and
boosters. 50,000 scientists and doctors joined his
coalition, but he is opposed by mass media reporters who have no scientific or
medical experience. Satan is desperate to silence the voices of truth, but God
provided a way to reach many millennials.

The "Guardian of Peace" statue of a beast with wings at the UN was erected 3
weeks ago atop of the United Nations building in NYC. It bears similarities to the
one spoken about in Revelation 13. Revelation 13:5-8 speaks about giving the
beast being given the seat and authority of nations. The dragon represents Satan
and Communist China. The beast statue is painted in the rainbow colors of
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LGBTQ Plus. The P= pedophile. They claim that these are the colors of Aztecs.
The UN promotes “diverse” families instead of the natural family that science
confirms is the best for children.

Did the Aztecs create liberty, God-given rights and the right to self-defense? No.
They had slavery, sex trafficking and child sacrifice. The UN agenda is a
recreation of the devil’s first religions.

Did the Aztecs create liberty, God-given rights and the right to self-defense? They
had slavery, sex trafficking and child sacrifice. The UN agenda is a recreation of
the devil’s first religions.

True Father denounced the United Nations many times and advocated instead the
“Abel UN,” which should have included only nations that respected human rights
and practiced real democracy.  
 
God gave Adam and Eve total dominion over the earth. Hyung Jin Nim was a
vegetarian for 6 years as a Buddhist monk. True Father gave him “dripping pork,”
asking “do you love me more than your own concept of vegetarian holiness?”
Hyung Jin Nim ate the pork, saying, “I love you more!”

The Media called True Father a conspiracy theorist and cult leader for 40 years,
but he was warning about Communism before anyone else. Now many Americans
are waking up to the need to “get away from your Covid 19 totalitarian death cult!”



He then showed the image of brain scans of men addicted to heroin and of men
addicted to porn. The damage to brains from addiction to porn is similar to that
from addiction to heroin. Porn destroys marriages. Psychology research has found
that violation of expectations becomes imprinted on the brain. One starts
watching porn and then seeks more shocking material to get stimulated. But the
Biblical ideal teaches the opposite. As it says in Genesis 2:24: “Therefore shall a
man leave his father and his mother, and shall cleave unto his wife:
and they shall be one flesh.”

What about other cultures? Not all cultures are centered on Christ. Not all are
ethical. People take the benefits of freedom grounded in Christian culture for
granted. Remove the archetypal male, the Father God, who sacrifices for us, the
benevolent father ready to die on the cross for his children and you lose the
foundational element of Christianity, which came so we could be separated from
the devil’s lures and deceptions.  

Communism promises the “peace” of totalitarianism. 17 years ago Kook Jin Nim
was teaching “Strong Korea, Strong America” lectures to top level generals in
Korea, Japan and USA about the danger of China. Now the Chinese military
threatens the USA and its East Asia neighbors.



The UN does not have a problem with Confucianism. Confucius taught absolute
obedience to the State. It has no problem with the Hindu Caste system which
worshipped certain animals but looked down on “Untouchables” and sanctioned
slavery. Buddhism teaches both meditation and political neutrality so in Thailand
you will see Buddhist temples next to brothels. The UN also doesn’t have a
problem with Islamic oppression of women and child marriage. 

The UN advocates sexual rights for young people as early as 10. Christianity is the
only religion the UN wars against because real Christianity creates guardians of
children, guardians of the natural family, and of the nation. Research shows
committed Christians do the most giving. We are not saved by works, but give to
make God happy. It was in the Christian nations that you saw the equality of men
and women come forth.

Boys need a man, a father, who is a King, a Priest, and a protector as a role model.
All men and women conform to God who is the Father of love, benevolence,
magnanimity, power, and a sound mind. The Rod of Iron Kingdom leads to
defense against all predators, foreign and domestic and to God’s Kingdom of
freedom and responsibility.

**********************

Donate to Cheongpyeong Being Created in USA!

Johann Hobl Eulogy
(read by Tim Elder at 12/19/2021 Sanctuary Service)

Forty days ago, on October 27, our dear brother King
Johann Hobl from Vienna, Austria, suddenly and
surprisingly transitioned to his eternal home in the
spiritual world. His heart simply stopped beating. 

Johann (age 71) was and is a very exemplary brother. With the strong
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support of his wife, Queen Madeleine, he was and continues to be one
of the most active and outgoing supporters of True Father and his
heir and successor, the Second King Hyung Jin Moon.

He shared the Divine Principle every two weeks at their home in
Vienna with guests and local brothers and sisters. He and Madeleine
also regularly hosted seminars at their home, where they spoke on
spirituality and physical health topics. As many as twenty people
would attend these events. Johann also participated several times in
anti-lockdown protests in Vienna's city center. When requested, he
would take the microphone and share his views with the crowd of
protesters. 

(Read rest of Johann Hobl Eulogy)
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Order a copy of this powerful, life-changing book today!

Calling All Patriots! Join a Rod of Iron Patriot class!

Based on the bestselling book by Pastor Sean
Moon, ROD of IRON Kingdom. Sign up today for
once weekly Zoom meetings. Classes fill up fast!
DON'T MISS IT!
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Rod of Iron Patriot Class!
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Unification Sanctuary Financial Reports
 

Support the "Save America, Guard the World" Campaign!
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New Resources for Matching and Blessing

Sanctuary Matching Site

Sanctuary Blessing Site

**********

Jesus and True Father are One 
by Kerry Williams

Order on Amazon.com

**********

"Since humankind has received satanic blood, people
cannot return to God on their own. So the Messiah must
accomplish absolute restoration of the lineage, renewing the bloodline
that was defiled by Satan. This transition must be made. This is why
the Messiah must surely come."

January 7, 1988, Cheon Seong Gyeong, p. 127, 172-53, 1988.1.7

Father's Words on the 2nd Advent, his heir,
and Mother's Responsibility
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ORDER
Rod of Iron KINGDOM

Print or eBook Now!

**********

Sanctuary Online Store
  

**********

Sign Up for Weekly Sanctuary
Emails!

*********** 
May God bless you and your families! 

Sincerely,
Richard

Richard A. Panzer, Ph.D., President
World Peace and Unification Sanctuary - USA

Sanctuary Audio Podcasts, Rod of Iron Kingdom Live Broadcasts***
ROI Kingdom Broadcasts on Rumble  **TheKing'sReport**, Rod of Iron Ministries

Highlighted Interviews from the King's Reports
SanctuaryBlessedLife.org, FreedomFaithAndFamily.org

ChristKingdomGospel.org  Sanctuary on Vimeo
Unification Sanctuary website, 

 Spanish Sanctuary Sermons, Sanctuary on Facebook
Korean Sermons on Youtube, Sanctuary Church - Japan

"Sanctuary Church" is short-hand for "World Peace and Unification Sanctuary" which is
from calligraphy on a scroll presented to Hyung Jin Moon by his father, Rev. Sun
Myung Moon. The purpose of the "World Peace and Unification Sanctuary, Inc." is to
"preserve and propagate the teachings of Reverend Sun Myung Moon."
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